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Monte Carlo Simulation of the Electrodeposition of Copper
I. Additive-Free Acidic Sulfate Solution
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Simulation of copper electrodeposition on an initially flat surface by a classic two-step electron transfer sequence accompanied by
surface diffusion was carried out by a three-dimensional~3-D! kinetic Monte Carlo model linked to a 1-D~continuum! finite
difference model. The evolution of deposit roughness was simulated numerically and compared, through use of scaling parameters,
with experimental data obtained by atomic force microscopy from deposits formed under constant potential in aqueous solutions
of 0.5 M Cu2SO4 and 1.0 M H2SO4 . The model was used to carry out parametric investigations on the effect of adsorption,
surface diffusion, and lattice incorporation, all of which were found to exert an influence on the evolution of surface roughness.
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Electrochemical metal deposition involves phenomena that
important at the same time over at widely different time and len
scales. For example, the macroscopic current and potential field
tribution over a plated part depends upon heterogeneous and h
geneous reactions that occur among various species that mov
migration in a potential field, diffusion in concentration fields, a
convection in hydrodynamic flow patterns.1 At the same time, criti-
cally important phenomena are associated with nucleation
growth events that occur at the atomic-to-nanoscale at and nea
active surface.2 Indeed, for more demanding small-scale applic
tions such as in the microelectronics field,3-5 control over molecular
aspects of growth morphology is critically important for technolo
cal success.

In general, macroscopic engineering models of electrochem
systems do not attempt to describe the rich near-surface chem
detailed reaction mechanisms, or intricate molecular traffic patt
that occur in the course of metal ion reduction and latt
formation.6,7 Accurate description of such events requires nonc
tinuum methods that can simulate behavior at length scales w
the continuum equations of macroscopic engineering models are
valid. At the same time, there have been truly significant advance
experimental techniques that are leading to improved fundame
scientific understanding of molecular mechanisms involved in
electrodeposition process.8,9 It is important to integrate new molecu
lar knowledge into engineering methods for predicting behavior
well as design, optimization, and process control. Improved sim
tion procedures are therefore needed to bridge multiple length sc
that are simultaneously important at molecular and macroscopic
els. In the present work, we report on a noncontinuum Monte C
model linked to a continuum model to investigate a relatively sim
hypotheses of mechanism. The numerical simulation was use
test the hypothesis by comparing experimental roughness evolu
data on initially flat surfaces with simulations of deposit growth.

There are several hypotheses of the molecular events that o
when a metal ion moves from a bulk aqueous solution to a sur
where it undergoes electrochemical reaction to become incorpor
in a metal deposit. For example, a number of investigators h
presented experimental studies supporting the importance of su
diffusion in the deposition process10-15 while others16-19 favor a
mechanism where the metal ion adsorbs and incorporates at the
sites directly from solution. It has also been suggested20 that surface
diffusion plays a factor only at very low overpotentials. The test
of such hypotheses is difficult when critical parameters are not
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ily directly measured, such as the surface diffusion coefficient,
that indirect inferences from experimental outcomes are require

A variety of simulations based on Monte Carlo methods ha
been developed to investigate the evolution of lattice formation
the atomic level.21,22These simulate crystal growth on the time sca
associated with surface diffusion and adsorption,23-26 and have been
used in electrodeposition and dissolution to study adsorption,27-31

morphology evolution in two-dimensional,~2-D!32-40 and 3-D,41,42

and 2-D texture formation.43,44In general, these works have focuse
on individual steps of overall reaction mechanisms, rather than
overall mechanisms that consist of a variety of steps and pathw

There are several indirect experimental methods that are use
test hypotheses of molecular behavior at and near surfaces, of w
three found use in this work. Atomic force microscopy~AFM! is
used to obtain images of surface roughness that can be qualitat
compared to simulations.37,45,46The variation of current with time
during constant potential electrolysis is used to identify grow
mechanisms based on continuum models47 as well as noncontinuum
models provided that they involve only elements that do not dep
on potential. In addition, scaling analysis of the time- and late
distance-dependence of the interfacial width, defined as the r
mean-square~rms! of the surface height and obtained experime
tally from AFM, images of deposit roughness, provides
quantitative method to evaluate morphology evolution at
surface.48,49

In the present two-part work, we investigated reaction mec
nisms that are based on adsorption, followed by a two-stage elec
transfer sequence that is accompanied by surface diffusion.50 In this
paper Part I, we describe a noncontinuum Monte Carlo simulatio
the mechanism that is linked to a continuum model that descr
the bulk region. The linked codes were used to predict specific
comes in pristine experiments, to establish values of the parame
and to carry out parametric studies. In Part II, we extend the mo
to include the effect of a simple additive species, and also to use
model to predict shape evolution in additional geometries associ
with filling of submicrometer trenches. A more detailed descripti
can be found elsewhere.51

Experimental

To obtain a baseline for calibrating and validating the mod
copper electrodeposition experiments were performed. Solution
0.5 M Cu2SO4 and 1.0 M H2SO4 were prepared from copper~II !
sulfate pentrahydrate~Aldrich, 99.999%!, double distilled sulfuric
acid ~Aldrich!, and Millipore-Q purified water~18.0 MV cm!. The
working electrode was a Cu~111! single crystal disk~1 cm diam,
Monocrystals Co.! mechanically polished with cloth covered whee
containing 1 and 0.3mm alumina~Buehler!. The counter and refer-
ence electrodes were a Pt wire and a Cu wire, respectively.
electrochemical cell consisted of a recrystallization dish where
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stationary working electrode was pulled above the solution sur
by about 0.3 cm to form a hanging meniscus.52,53Experiments were
carried out at constant potential~Solartron 1286!. After electrolysis,
AFM images of the electrodeposited metal were obtained~Digital
Instruments Nanoscope E AFM, 120mm scanning head, with Si3N4
tips on 200mm triangular wide leg cantilevers with a force consta
of 0.12 N/m!. Experiments were conductedex situto the AFM be-
cause there was not enough volume in the AFM fluid cell for
duration of the experiments used here~up to 4 3 103 s!, and be-
cause the AFM fluid cell configuration was not designed for a u
form current distribution.

The experimental cell was tested to see how well it conforme
a linear 1-D diffusion cell that was the configuration used in
continuum model. Experiments at high potential for which the s
face concentration was nearly zero gave a time dependence fo
current oft20.51 over 100 s which may be compared with the val
of t20.50 for linear diffusion showing that the experimental cell pr
vided nearly linear diffusion. We discuss below the effect of mig
tion, which may have contributed to the difference in slope.

To remove warping caused by the piezoelectric, AFM imag
were flattened with use of an order of 3 in thex and y directions.
Flattened images were analyzed in order to determine how the
terface width, defined as the rms of the surface height, scaled in
length and in time.49 Scaling analysis of the interface width is typ
cally used in connection with the self-affine scaling laws so
experimental results can be compared to continuum equation
growth. In the present investigation, experimentally measured s
ing results were compared directly with simulated results, so
self-affinity was not a requirement for use of the scaling analy
method.

Reaction Mechanism for Cu Electrodeposition

A schematic representation of the reaction mechanism of co
electrodeposition used by the Monte Carlo model in this pape
shown in Fig. 1. The basic hypothesis was that Cu21 ions diffuse to
the reactive surface where they react by a two-step electron tra
process. The first step involves adsorption of Cu1 onto the surface

Cu21 1 e2 → Cu1 @1#

The cuprous adions move by surface diffusion to a second loca
where they react to become incorporated into the crystal lattice

Cu1 1 e2 → Cu @2#

The parameters used in the base case calculations were obt
as follows. The bulk diffusion coefficient was taken from the wo
of Bortels et al.54 Remaining parameters were estimated by tak
values from the literature as a starting point~although the experi-
mental conditions were often different from those used in
present work! and then adjusting them further to fit three types
experimental data: AFM images, scaling data that consisted of in
face width-time curves obtained from AFM data, and currentvs.
time experimental data.

The initial values used for estimating the Cu21 adsorption rate
were based on published values for Cu deposition.54-56 For the first
electron transfer, a transfer coefficient for a reversible system of

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the hypothetical copper system.
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was used. An initial estimate of the Cu1 surface diffusion coefficient
was taken the work of Rynders.13 The rate of Cu1 incorporation was
assumed to be 1000 times faster than Cu21 adsorption.57,58The ease
of incorporation of an atom at various types of surface sites w
assumed to follow the hierarchy of kink. step. flat surface. To
simulate more rapid incorporation at kink sites, a lower trans
coefficient was chosen with each additional Cu neighbor ther
raising the value of the transfer coefficient. The energy barr
for surface diffusion were initially estimated to be 1 kT (
3 10221 J) with the value for step movement to be higher.

The parameters obtained for the base case by this procedur
given in Table I. The purpose of establishing a set of values fo
base case was to produce a simulation result that resembled
types of pristine experiments. Additional calculations were then c
ried out with controlled variation of parameters in order to det
mine the impact on predicted deposition properties.

Method of Solution

The numerical model consisted of a noncontinuum Monte Ca
simulation linked to a continuum model. The linkage consisted
having the Monte Carlo simulator provide a concentration at
interface between the kinetic and continuum regimes for use by
continuum model. The continuum model, in turn, was used to p
vide a flux at the interface to the Monte Carlo simulator.

Monte Carlo simulation.—The Monte Carlo portion of the inte
grated model consisted of a 3-D kinetic algorithm that simulated
surface region including a portion of the solution near the surfa
The simulation space was represented by a cubic lattice having
riodic boundary conditions on the lateralx and y faces, an impen-
etrable surface on the bottomz face, and an interface to the con
tinuum model on the topz face. The initial position of the surface
was located on the bottom face of the simulation space. The si
lation was developed in a general manner so that the initial sur
can be of any geometry. In the present work, a flat surface is c
sidered in Part I, and a trench is considered in Part II. The cu
lattice of the simulation space was represented internally by a
matrix of integers whose value determined the identify of the ma
rial at that location.

Species in the simulation space were represented by blocks in
cubic lattice, referred to in the following paragraphs as particles
approach that has been used in other applications where meso
blocks are used to approximate molecular characteristics.59,60These
include applications such as use of~atomic scale! Morse potentials
to characterize sticking coefficients of blocks during Cu physi
vapor deposit,61 and use of atomic reaction particles in conjuncti
with direct simulation Monte Carlo for reactive gas dynamics.62 As
indicated in Fig. 1, particles can represent species in solution,
sorbed species and solid species. In the present example, thes
respond to Cu21 in solution, Cu1 adsorbed on the surface and Cu
a solid, respectively. In the present work, the actions a particle m

Table I. Monte Carlo Cu model parameters.

Parameter Value

Cu21 bulk diffusion rate 6.03 108 nm2/s
Cu21 adsorption rate 75 nm/s
Cu21 adsorption transfer coefficient 0.339
Cu1 surface diffusion rate 2.03 108 nm2/s
Cu1 step energy barrier 21.5 3 10220 J
Cu1 broken face energy barrier 25.0 3 10222 J
Cu1 new face energy barrier 5.03 10222 J
Cu1 incorporation rate 2.03 104 nm/s
Cu1 incorporation transfer coefficient 20.4
Cu1 incorporation transfer coefficient
Contributions from Cu

0.2
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perform included adsorption, desorption, diffusion in the solut
phase, diffusion along the surface, reaction with or without cha
transfer, lattice incorporation, and dissolution.

Bulk diffusion was modeled by a random walk mechanism wh
the particle was allowed to move a distance of one block in a r
dom direction. The actual mean free path between collisions is t
cally less than one lattice spacing. With bulk diffusion, the particle
capable of moving to one of its six nearest neighbors. The freque
of the random walk is found from42

f 5
6Db

Lb
2 @3#

All symbols used in equations are defined in the List of Symbo
Surface diffusion was modeled by a random walk mechan

that took account of the nature of the surface. The frequency of
random walk was taken as63

f 5
6Dse

DE/kT

Lb
2 @4#

The value of the energy barrier was made to be dependent on
local environment of the diffusion path by taking consideration
the factors involved in the energy barrier. These energy barr
included such events as~i! the separation of one block from anoth
on the surface such as occurs during surface diffusion of on
them ~the ‘‘broken face energy barrier’’!, ~ii ! the joining of two
blocks when one makes contact with another~the ‘‘new face energy
barrier’’!, and~iii ! the movement along a surface and/or movem
between vertical levels such as when cuprous ions adsorb on to
an exposed block and then move down onto the surface to dif
elsewhere~the ‘‘step energy barrier’’!. These energy barriers may b
positive or negative, depending on whether the surrounding feat
serve to inhibit or accelerate the processes.

The reaction mechanism allowed a particle to change from
particle type to another type with or without charge transfer, and
used in the present work to simulate adsorption as well as sur
reaction involving lattice incorporation. The frequency of a react
was found from combination of Arrhenius and Tafel-style kinetic26

f 5
Nkrxne

~DE/kT • anFh/RT!

Lb
@5#

The reaction can also be conditional on whether the particle is o
surface and/or a conductor. The neighbors of the reacting par
can also affect the reaction kinetics by raising or lowering the
ergy barrier of the reaction.

By definition, Monte Carlo simulations involve random numbe
to determine when and if a particle will make a certain move. E
move for each species has a certain probability associated wi
depending on the time step. There are two time steps that are tra
in the Monte Carlo model. One is the time step over which
continuum code is called for updated flux information; this value
explicitly defined by the user. The second is the Monte Carlo ti
step, which is not explicitly specified by the used and is compute
the code. Because the Monte Carlo time step must be sufficie
small to capture the full dynamics of the system, the time ste
selected to follow the action of the fastest species. To compute
time step, possible frequencies for the actions of each specie
computed, and the inverse of each summed frequency is comp
The Monte Carlo time step is chosen to be the smallest inv
summed frequency as shown in Eq. 6 and 7

tMCj
5 S 1

(
i51

k

f iD
j

@6#

tMC 5 min~ tMCj
! @7#
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where f i is the frequency,j is the number of species simulated,k is
the number of actions for species j,tMCj

is the Monte Carlo time step

for species j, andtMC is the Monte Carlo time step selected as t
minimum of all tMCj

. In Eq. 6, it can be seen that the Monte Car
time step is a strong function of the fastest moving species and
thus be approximated as the inverse of the largest frequency in
system. In this work, a typical Monte Carlo time step was 2
3 1026 seconds for a potentiostatic trench filling simulation with
block size of 100 nm, which corresponds to 3.63 108 time steps
during the simulations.

Once the Monte Carlo time step was computed, then the p
ability array was constructed for each possible move by e
species26

r̄ j 5 tMC(
i51

k

f i @8#

wherer̄ j is the probability array for species j that contains a vec
of probability bands. If all of the elements ofr̄ j are summed, then
the value of the summation will be less than 1 for all species exc
the fastest reacting species in the system. If the summation is
than 1, then there is a nonzero probability of rejecting moves in
code for all species except the fastest reacting species in the sy
In Eq. 8, eachf itMC defined a ‘‘probability band’’ or bounds on a
action. To determine what move a particle is going to make durin
certain time step, the probability band~which is between 0 and 1!
was compared with a random number~between 0 and 1! and if the
random number was greater than the probability band, then the
ticle ‘‘does nothing’’ during that time step. We did not track th
number of times a particle does nothing in this investigation.

At each time step, all the particles that could perform actio
were checked to see if they performed an action, the data matrix
updated after each action, and when all the particles attempte
perform an action the clock was incremented and the processes
repeated.

Random numbers were obtained from a long period (.2
3 1018) random number generator of L’Ecuyer, with Bays-Durha
shuffle.64,65 Each process requiring a random number used a s
rate generator with different seed number. The random number
erator was used for its long period and speed of computation.

Continuum model.—An elementary 1-D continuum model wa
used to simulate diffusion in the bulk solution at a distance from
surface. Although more complex codes could have been chose
this first level implementation, diffusion alone was selected beca
the Monte Carlo simulation did not include migration and, mo
over, a 1-D code was selected because multidimensional effec
the bulk region were not of interest in the present work. The 1
continuum model consisted of an explicit finite difference soluti
to the diffusion equation

]C

]t
5 2Db

]2C

]z2 @9#

The boundary conditions consisted of a ‘‘surface’’ concentration
the interface to the Monte Carlo simulator that was set at each
increment (Cz50 5 CMC), and a constant concentration bounda
condition in the bulk (CEnd 5 CBulk).

Computations.—Figure 2 illustrates how information flowed be
tween continuum and noncontinuum models, as well as the sequ
by which the foregoing steps were carried out for each particle
sociated with the Monte Carlo calculations. The code was written
Fortran90 and was run on an SGI Origin 2000. Although the co
was parallelized, all of the simulations presented in this work w
performed on a single processor as the speedup was less than
with the number of processors due to gather/scatter operation
the Monte Carlo simulation, the initial surface geometry consisted
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Figure 2. Flow chart of Monte Carlo model.
a flat surface that was 1003 100 blocks in size; individual block
size was 100 nm. The spacing of thez nodes in the continuum cod
was irregular, starting with small increments near the Monte Ca
interface and increasing toward the bulk solution. Forty nodes w
used with the first five nodes being spaced 600 nm apart and
each additional node being 20% larger than the last node. The
change of information between noncontinuum and continuum co
took place at time intervals of constant size because of stab
constraints on the explicit finite difference continuum model
though this was not a rate limiting consideration. A typical tren
filling simulation had a time step of 2.783 1026 s and required
3.6 3 108 time steps. A typical simulation took four days to run o
a 195 MHz R10000 processor and occupied less than 10 Mb
memory.

From limited experience with this model and other related wo
the effect of system size~i.e., 10 3 10mm vs. 5 3 5 mm! for the
same particle size was that the smaller system took less comp
tional effort, the effect was nonlinear, and other changes in the
gram could have a comparable effect on simulation time as a f
fold change of electrode area. The effect of particle size for a fi
system size was found not to have an effect on the computed sc
parameters that characterized the rms surface height distribu
The effect of increasing the number of particles for a fixed syst
size was found to increase the time required for simulation in
nonlinear manner. Our experience suggested that the code sh
port well to other systems.

Simulations of Copper Deposition

Cu electrodeposition onto a flat surface was simulated num
cally by using the integrated model. The results presented be
were compared with experimental data consisting of images of
face morphology, variation of the interface width with respect
time, and current/time curves. In addition, several key parame
were varied, and the computed results were compared with e
other as well as with experimental data.

A comparison between computed and experimental data for
current/time response of the base case for various overpotentia
shown in Fig. 3.~The noise in the Monte Carlo calculations is
result of using random number to compute a statistical solution,
could be reduced by using a larger sample size for the comp
tions.! For time greater than about 50 s, the experimental data fo
and 150 mV compared well with the computed results. Data for 3
mV show that the experimental current was up to 18% higher t
calculated values. We attribute this deviation to migration effe
that are more important at higher potentials where transport
cesses tend to influence behavior. Although migration effects w
not considered at either continuum or noncontinuum level, their

Figure 3. Experimental and simulated currents for Cu deposited at 50, 1
and 300 mV. Smooth curves are experimental and the curves with nois
simulated.
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fect may be estimated66 to fall between 10%~for the case of com-
plete dissociation of bisulfate ions! and 30%~the case of no disso
ciation of bisulfate ions!. At times less than 50 s the current/tim
curves deviated from the experimental results, probably due
nucleation effects which were ignored in the model. For the rem
ing discussion, emphasis will therefore be placed on data obtain
50 and 150 mV and for times greater than 50 s since these c
sponded to the situation where growth~not nucleation! occurred
under surface reaction kinetic control.

Images of the simulated and experimental AFM surfaces, res
tively, for deposition lasting 500 s at 150 mV are shown in Fig.

Figure 4. 10 3 10mm images of surface~a! 500 s ~simulated!, ~b! 500 s
~AFM data!, ~c! 1000 s~simulated!, and~d! 1000 s~AFM data!.
o
-
at
e-

c-

and b. Similar images for deposition lasting 1000 s are in Fig.
and d. In all figures, the image area is 103 10mm and thez scale
is the same scale as thex andy scales. The number of points in th
simulation images is 1003 100 and in the experimental AFM im
ages is 2563 256. Because the simulated images have about
times fewer points than the AFM images, the simulated images t
cally have a coarse grainy look by comparison with the experime
data. From a comparison of Fig. 4a with 4b, and Fig. 4c with 4d,
assessment of the goodness of fit may be made with respect t
nature and size of surface structures. Several types of improvem
can be made to facilitate comparison between experiment and s
lation. These would include methods to reduce simulation no
which is typically present in roughness simulations that have sm
numbers of data points, such as occurs in computing interface w
at small length scales. In addition, improved methods to select~fit!
values of parameters could be used. The present work, howev
adequate to look for trends as well as effects of the key parame
For example, in the AFM image at 1000 s there is a large surf
structure that is not seen on the simulated surface. Also, a trend
be seen in both the experiments and simulations of smaller sur
structures growing into larger structures.

The calculated results for scaling of the interface width w
respect to time for the base case at 150 mV along with experime
results are shown in Fig. 5. Each point represents a different exp
ment. For any particular time throughout the range investigated,
standard deviation of the experimental data was less than 5% o
average value at that time. Below 800 s, the two experimental
sets exhibited the slopeb 5 0.19 which was identical to slope o
the simulated results over the same time scale. In the same re
the spatial scaling exponent for experimental and computed re
were a 5 0.976 0.02 anda 5 0.886 0.07, respectively. These
values may be compared with theoretical results based on
tinuum models of surface diffusion which give the values ofa
5 1 andb 5 0.25. At around 800 s, the experimental data shown
Fig. 5 exhibited a roughening transition. From auxiliary estima
based on the Cottrell equation, it was found that the system ent
diffusion-limited behavior at about 1000 s. It is not unreasonable
suggest that scaling behavior changed as a consequence. In fi
parameters of the Monte Carlo code, we used only data below 8
since we wished to obtain values under conditions for which th
were negligible concentration gradients in the bulk solution. T
simulation results did not exhibit a roughening transition when
tended up to about 2500 s.

We note that while the importance of surface diffusion cont
above2100 mV has been questioned,20 the results in Fig. 5 indicate
that such a hypothesis may be supported for the first 500 s of e
trolysis at a potential of2150 mV.

Figure 5. Scaling of the interface width for base case. Line is the res
from the simulation and the circles are experimental data.
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Effect of surface diffusion rate of Cu1.—The surface diffusion
rate of Cu1 for the base case (Ds 5 2.0 3 108 nm2/s) was modi-
fied to investigate its effect. Simulated results for several val
between 2.03 106 and 6.33 108 nm2/s, plus the limiting case of

Figure 6. Effect of surface diffusion~a! 10 3 10mm images of simulated
surface forDs 5 0 after 100 s,~b! 10 3 10mm images of simulated surfac
for Ds 5 6.3 3 108 nm2 after 1000 s,~c! scaling of the interface width, and
~d! current/time curves.
s

zero are shown in Fig. 6. Images of simulated surface roughnes
two different diffusion rates after 1000 s of deposition can be see
Fig. 6a and b; a third image in the sequence was given previous
Fig. 4c. By comparison of these three images it may be recogn
that the surface becomes smoother as the surface diffusion rat
creased, a reasonable result because more rapid diffusion a
more chances for the Cu1 to find a site with more neighbors to
incorporate into the crystal lattice. Surfaces simulated with zero
low values of surface diffusion rate were found to produce simula
deposit structures with a large number of micro voids.

The scaling of the interface width respect to time is shown
Fig. 6c. It can be seen that the surface becomes smoother wit
increase in surface diffusion rate. It can also be seen that the su
roughness evolution for the value ofDs 5 2.0 3 106 nm2/s is quite
similar to behavior simulated with a zero value of surface diffus
(Ds 5 0.0).

The effect of the surface diffusion rate on current/time curves
shown in Fig. 6d. All of the curves are seen to have a starting p
of about20.006 A/cm2. It can be seen that decreasing the diffusi
rate produced increased currents. From Fig. 6 it was seen th
lower diffusion rate led to rougher surfaces that had a higher sur
area. The increase in surface area could account for the higher
rents. The initial current was presumably not affected by the surf
diffusion rate because the surface had not grown enough to a g
enough extent to influence surface area.

Effect of diffusion over step energy barrier for Cu1.—The step
energy barrier is associated with the energy required for movem
between vertical levels on the surface. The value chosen for Cu1 in
the base case wasEs 5 21.5 3 10220 J. Additional calculations
were carried out over the range of21.0 3 10220 to 23.0
3 10220 J plus the limiting values of 0 and infinity~represented by
the value2999J in Fig. 7!. Two example images for different ste
energy barriers after 1000 s are shown in Fig. 7a and b. A th
example corresponding to the base case is shown in Fig. 4c. T
images show that an increase in step energy barrier~to more nega-
tive values! was accompanied by roughening of the surface, a re
that is reasonable since the Cu1 that adsorbs on a bump is restricte
in being able to move into a valley by the difficulty of diffusin
down steps. Note from these images that the step energy barrie
a strong influence on the surface morphology, controlling the gro
of nearly flat to very rough surfaces.

The scaling of interface width with respect of time can be seen
Fig. 7c. Simulated results show that an increase in step energy
rier caused the surface to become rougher. The simulated sc
results for Es 5 0 are very close to those forEs 5 21.0
3 10220; moreover, there is only a small difference between
results forEs 5 23.0 3 10220 and infinity. That is, the simulated
results are highly sensitive to the step energy barrier only ove
narrow range of values. Additional results are also availa
elsewhere51 that indicated that the spatial scaling exponent decrea
with step energy barrier while the temporal increases with step
ergy barrier.

The effect of step energy barrier on current/time curves is sho
in Fig. 7d. An increase in step energy barrier corresponds to
creased currents which we attribute to the fact that a rougher sur
with higher surface area produces a higher current. As was the
with the image and scaling results, the effect ofEs was confined to
a narrow window between21.0 3 10220 J and23.0 3 10220.

Effect of broken face energy barrier Cu1.—The broken face
energy barrier is associated with the energy required for the sep
tion of two blocks on the surface during surface diffusion of one
them. The value chosen for Cu1 in the base case wasEb 5 25.0
3 10222 J. Additional calculations were carried out over the ran
from 21.0 3 10222 J to 21.0 3 10219 J plus the limiting values
of 0 and infinity~represented by the value2999J in Fig. 8!. A value
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of infinity prevents any surface diffusion involving a broken fa
including step movement over and away from a step. Two surfa
for different broken face energy barriers ofEb 5 0 andEb 5 4 are
shown in Fig. 8 after 1000 s of deposition. A third image cor

Figure 7. Effect of step energy barrier~a! 10 3 10mm images of simulated
surface forEs 5 0 after 1000 s,~b! 10 3 10mm images of simulated sur
face forEs 5 2999 J after 1000 s,~c! scaling of the interface width, and~d!
current/time curves.
s
sponding to the base case withEb 5 25 3 10222 J is in Fig. 4a.
The surface becomes rougher at the large scale and smoother
small scale as the broken face energy barrier was increased~to more
negative values!. Since diffusion over a step involves a broken fac

Figure 8. Effect of broken face energy barrier~a! 10 3 10mm images of
simulated surface forEb 5 0 after 1000 s,~b! 10 3 10mm images of simu-
lated surface forEb 5 2999 J after 1000 s,~c! scaling of the interface width,
and ~d! current/time curves.
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we suggest that roughness will increase for the same reason as
increased step energy barrier. These images show that the b
face energy barrier has strong influence on the surface morpho
controlling the growth from surfaces with little roughness to ve
rough surfaces. The surface roughness with no broken face en
barrier ~Fig. 8a! is seen to be rougher than the simulations with
step energy barrier~Fig. 7a!; we explain this observation by notin
that the no broken face energy barrier simulation still has a s
energy barrier.

The simulated variation of the interface width with respect
time is shown in Fig. 8c. The trend is that the surface gets roug
with an increase in broken face energy barrier~more negative val-
ues!. The value of this parameter affects simulated results only in
region betweenEb 5 21.0 3 10222 J andEb 5 21.0 3 10219 J.
Additional results available elsewhere51 indicate that the spatia
scaling exponent increases with broken face energy barrier, a t
that is opposite to that of the step energy barrier. We attribute
trend to the fact that small-length-scale roughness decreases
increasing energy barrier.

The effect of the broken face energy barrier on the current/t
characteristics, shown in Fig. 8d, are important only for the larg
most negative, values in the range investigated. We interpret
finding to mean that small scale roughness can have a signifi
impact on the current/time relationship. As the broken face ene
barrier was increased, there was at first a smoothing of the sm
length-scale features, a trend that was reversed at larger valu
the energy barrier because the energy barrier impedes moveme
a step and thus causes an increase in small-scale roughening.

Effect of new face energy barrier.—The new face energy barrie
is associated with the energy required for two blocks to join. T
value chosen for the new face energy barrier for Cu1 in the base
case wasEn 5 5.0 3 10222 J. Unlike the other energy barriers, th
new face barrier is positive. It has the effect of reducing the con
quences of the other energy barriers when a new face is cre
Additional calculations were carried out over the range fromEn

5 1.0 3 10222 J to 3.03 10221 J plus the limiting values of 0 and
infinity ~represented by the value2999J!.

Simulation results for various values of new face energy barr
are available elsewhere,51 and are only summarized here. It wa
found that the surface became smoother as the new face en
barrier was increased, a reasonable trend since the new face e
barrier facilitates particle movement into sites having more nei
bors. It was found that the value of the new face energy barrier
have a strong smoothing effect on the surface within the rang
1.0 3 10222 J to 3.03 10221 J. The scaling of the interface width
with respect to time was found to increase slightly with the new f
energy barrier~except for the limiting case of an infinite energ
barrier!, probably because of the smoothing effects.

Effect of reaction rate of Cu incorporation.—The value chosen
for the reaction rate of incorporation of Cu according to Eq. 7 for
base case wasR2 5 2.0 3 104 nm/s. Additional calculations were
carried out over the range from 2.03 102 to 2.03 105 nm/s. Im-
ages for these calculations are available elsewhere.51 It was found
that the surface was smoothest for low values ofR2 and became
rougher as the reaction rate increased. The spatial scaling exp
~a! was found to decrease with increasing reaction rate of inco
ration while the temporal scaling exponent~b! increased. These
trends are consistent with the fact that the surface became rough
the reaction rate was increased. The effect of an increase in
reaction rate of Cu incorporation on the current/time curves wa
produce a higher current, in part owing to the more rapid kine
and in part to the roughening of the surface.

Effect of adsorption barrier at steps.—Some investigators hav
concluded that Cu21 does not adsorb at kink sites but, rather, a
sorbs on a plateau.50 This aspect of the reaction mechanism w
simulated by adding an energy barrier of adsorption for every a
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tional solid surface that the Cu21 particle contacted. Thus for ex
ample a Cu21 particle that contacted two or three solid surfaces~a
step or kink, respectively! would have a lower probability of reac
tion than a particle that contacted only one surface~on a plateau!.
The adsorption energy barrier for each additional face was chose
be 22.0 3 10220 J or 24.9 kT, a value that was large enough
prevent 99.2% of the adsorption at a step and 99.99% at a kink

A simulated surface with a step adsorption barrier after 1000
deposition is shown in Fig. 9a. By comparison with Fig. 4c, it
seen that the surface is considerably rougher than the base
simulations, for which there was no adsorption barrier for cont
with edges and kinks. The rougher surfaces are expected whe
Cu21 is restricted from adsorbing in sites with many neighbors sin
it would otherwise tend to smooth the surface. The scaling of in

Figure 9. Effect of step adsorption energy barrier~a! 10 3 10mm images
of simulated surface after 1000 s,~b! scaling of the interface width, and~c!
current/time curves.
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face width with respect to time shown in Fig. 9b shows that inclu
ing the step adsorption barrier makes the surface rougher. In a
tion, these results are the only ones found in the parameter r
investigated in the present paper where the slope of the time de
dence of the interface width was not constant. The simulation wi
step adsorption energy barrier produced a spatial scaling expone
a 5 0.876 0.04 which was similar to the base case result ofa
5 0.886 0.07. The effect of an adsorption barrier at steps on
current/time curve, shown in Fig. 9c, is to reduce the current, pr
ably owing to the reduction in available surface area for adsorp
owing to the greatly reduced number of available adsorption sit

Conclusions

An integrated simulation of the evolution of surfaces during co
per electrodeposition has been developed with use of a 3-D kin
~noncontinuum! Monte Carlo model linked to a 1-D~continuum!
finite difference model. The Monte Carlo part of the model a
dressed a reaction mechanism on and near the surface, while th
part of the model addressed the diffusion of species in the b
solution. The integrated model is capable of describing a numbe
mechanistic features at the solid/solution interface including ads
tion, desorption, lattice incorporation, lattice dissolution, bulk diff
sion, and surface diffusion. The model enables parametric inves
tions of the influence of fundamental physical properties, such
energy barriers, on the deposition processes as well as to com
the simulation results with experimental results.

A reaction mechanism that has been previously reported
widely investigated for the electrodeposition of Cu was used in
present work. The parameters associated with the Cu mecha
were selected to fit long term currents transients as well as evolu
of interface width during roughening. The model was found to
able to simulate a number of trends associated with the electrod
sition process, as well as produce morphologies that resembled
seen experimentally.

Modifying the rate of Cu1 surface diffusion rate had a significan
effect on surface roughness evolution. Low rates of surface diffu
were found to produce rough surfaces with higher rates produ
smooth surfaces. At no or very low surface diffusion rates the
posit formed micro voids. The energy barrier for Cu1 surface diffu-
sion over a step has a significant effect on the surface morpho
High energy barriers produce rough surfaces with low energy ba
ers producing smooth surfaces. Unlike the rough surfaces prod
from a low surface diffusion rate, the rough surface caused fro
high step energy barrier did not have a large number of micro vo
The broken face energy barrier for Cu1 surface diffusion had a
significant effect on the surface morphology. High energy barr
produce rough surfaces with low energy barriers produc
smoother surfaces. Higher values for the energy barrier produ
rougher surfaces very similar to those produced from the step en
barrier. The new face energy barrier for Cu1 surface diffusion had a
smoothing effect on the deposits. Higher values of the energy ba
produce smoother surfaces. Very high values are seen to ha
small roughening effect by eliminating the preference to diffu
down a step compared to up a step. The addition of a step adsor
barrier was seen to produce rougher surfaces. From the sc
analysis the step adsorption barrier produced a nonlinear result
lar to the experiment.

Simulations based on the proposed copper deposition rea
mechanism did not show the trend toward smoother surface
higher deposition rates, reported in experimental studies. Also
captured by the model were the nonlinear scaling results of
experiments at longer times when the system became controlle
bulk diffusion limitations. The approach and techniques used h
show promise for the task of proposing and testing various reac
mechanisms as well as more complex deposition systems of tec
logical interest. In Part II of this series, the effect of additive spec
will be considered, and the model will be extended to simulate sh
evolution during deposition in small trenches.
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List of Symbols

a transfer coefficient
C concentration

CBulk concentration of the bulk solution
CEnd concentration at end point to finite difference model in solution
CMC concentration at Monte Carlo interface to the finite difference model
Cz50 concentration at finite difference interface to the Monte Carlo model

Db diffusion coefficient in the bulk solution
Ds diffusion coefficient for surface diffusion
E energy barrier

Es step energy barrier
Eb broken face energy barrier
En new face energy barrier
F Faraday constant
f frequency of an action

f i frequency of an action number i
k Boltzmann constant

krxn reaction rate
Lb length of a unit block
n number of electrons passed in the reaction
N number of Neighbors
R molar gas constant

R2 reaction rate of Cu1 incorporation
T temperature
t time

tstep time step
z distance from surface

Greek

a transfer coefficient
a spatial scaling exponent
b temporal scaling exponent
h overpotential

r rxn probability of an action
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